Rug Event Training Sessions
1. The Essence Of Rug Events
2. The Rug Event In Progress
3. The Talker/Seller
4. The Flipper
5. Bunyaad Rug Types

Who Needs Rug Event Training?
Regular Store Staff & Volunteers
 to feel confident when talking about Bunyaad rugs prior and during the rug event
 to become excited about the event
 to become a customer evangelist spreading the word to friends about your rug event
 Take Training Session 1, 2 & 5

Board Members
 to become a customer evangelist spreading the word to friends and communities about
your rug event
 to prepare to serve as volunteers during the event
 Take Training Sessions 1,2 & 5

Rug Event Staff (=anyone signed up to work the event)
 to feel confident when talking about the rugs
 to be able to assist with the rugs as needed
 Take Training Sessions 1,2 & 5

Rug Event Flippers
 to assist the talker/rug rep with flipping and handling the rugs during the event
 Take Training Sessions 1,2, 4 & 5

Rug Event Talkers & Rug Event Manager
 serve as talkers about/sellers of rugs
 Take Training Sessions 1,2, 3, 4 & 5
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1. The Essence Of Rug Events
 Fairly traded Oriental rugs are a unique home décor product line which most Ten
Thousand Villages stores don’t have the room to carry year round.
 The rugs come from our year-round store in Ephrata, PA, the largest of three year-round
stores including Oakville, ON, and Winnipeg Plaza, MB, both in Canada.
 These rugs are exquisitely designed and crafted by an artisan group of more than 850
families in Pakistan known as Bunyaad, meaning “foundation” in Urdu.
 Bunyaad works to create strong foundations in the villages of Pakistan by paying a fair
wage to its rug artisan families.

Learn how to describe
our rugs in a concise,
complete way to
the customer

“

All of our rugs are
heirloom-quality, hand-knotted
Oriental rugs made by fairly
paid adults in village homes
in Pakistan.

Bunyaad works with over 850 families in Pakistan. This is an example of one such family…
not just two adults and their kids, but the entire family benefits from their work with Bunyaad.
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Quality You Desire, Fairness Artisans Deserve
Know our tagline, so you can explain it to customers
Quality You Desire

Fairness Artisans Deserve

How does fair trade create quality Oriental rugs?

How is our rug program fair to rug artisans?

 When artisans are paid a living wage,
they can focus on their work letting their
creativity flow.
 Artisans have full license to make the
rug design they wish and take ownership
of a rug that they have envisioned and
knotted from beginning to end. This
results in unique designs and color
palates.
 The Bunyaad artisan group controls
the quality of the wool used in all of the
rugs and buys only the highest grade of
wool. Quality wool has a high content of
lanolin which prevents the fibers from
breaking and thus the rug from wearing.
A high lanolin content also makes the rug
impossible to stain. Soap and water is
all that is needed to remove stains from
these high quality carpets.
 The dyeing process is also controlled by
the artisan group insuring dyes (synthetic
and natural) which are fast and will not
fade.

 Adults earn a living wage knotting rugs
within their homes which adequately
supports the family’s needs and allows
them to make choices for their lives. No
children work on the looms, but instead
are in school
 Artisans can afford to send their
children to schools which provide
opportunities for them to choose to
become doctors, engineers, computer
programmers or rug knotters.
 Artisans can afford a healthy living style
with adequate food, clothing, daily needs
and health care.
 Women of the village are empowered
because they earn the same living wage
as men while working in their home
— an avenue to true social change for
themselves and their families.
 Since looms are set inside the village
homes, artisans can live in their home
communities among their family, friends
and culture and still make a living wage.
 Fair Trade provides a safety net for
artisan families in case of disaster. With
increased family income, families can
build stronger homes that will better
withstand earthquakes. After the
devastating floods in the summer of 2010
in Pakistan, those working for Bunyaad
were given new looms and tools and a
temporary working place… whatever they
needed to get back to work. Bunyaad
also provided needed supplies of grains
and fuel and helped families rebuild their
homes.
 Peace is built when both Muslim and
Christian rug artisans work toward a
common goal, transcending differences of
religion, custom and tradition.
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2. The Rug Event In Progress
Welcome and orient the customer

 Extend a warm welcome and describe our rugs in a concise and complete way: “Welcome to
our rug event. Our rugs are heirloom-quality, hand knotted Oriental rugs made in village homes in
Pakistan by fairly paid adults”.
 Continue to describe the lay of the land to help customers know how to begin looking for
their rug. “On the piles throughout the store/room you will find sizes from 2’x3’ all the way up
to 10’x14’ and runners in sizes from 6’ to 12’ and longer. We carry three types of rugs, Persians,
densely knotted rugs with intricate designs, Bokharas, rugs with repeating geometric shapes, royal
colors and intricate borders and a variety of Tribals, rugs that are many times made of handspun
wool and natural dyes and often have a more casual look. We also carry hand-embroidered
wallhangings.”
 Ask the customer how he/she heard about your event and record the information
according to your store’s instructions.
 If you are a talker begin the selling process (more training in session 3, 4 & 5)
 If you are not a talker, refer the customer to a talker now.
 If you are a flipper, stay alert to when a talker will need you.

Learn how to describe
our rugs in a concise,
complete way to
the customer

“

All of our rugs are
heirloom-quality, hand-knotted
Oriental rugs made by fairly
paid adults in village homes
in Pakistan.

Know what to do when all talkers are busy
 Encourage customers to watch the Rug DVD and be available for questions afterwards.
 Show customers the display table with rug tools, Rugs in Homes book etc.
 Share the date and time of the customer seminar given by a representative from the
Main Rug Gallery at Ten Thousand Villages, Ephrata. The seminar details the making of a rug
from dyeing the wool to tying the fringes and tells how fair trade helps empower Pakistani
artisans.
 Remind customers about dates and hours of the rug event.
 If customers look around on their own and are ready to leave without meeting with a rep,
hand them a rug brochure, point out the rug website on the back of the rug brochure (rugs.
tenthousandvillages.com) and tell them that they can browse rug inventory year-round and
communicate with the Main Rug Room if they are not able to wait until your store’s next rug
event.
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3. The Talker/Seller

Know how to lead customers to a sale.
As a talker you will be leading the conversation with customers. Your main goal is to educate them
about the mission and high quality of fairly traded rugs gradually and in a relaxed way. Because of
a talker’s willingness to educate, customers will have the tools to intelligently purchase a rug.

Learn from this example how to work with a rug customer.
After the customer has been greeted...
 Lead the conversation with: “Are you looking for a certain size rug or for any particular
room? “
 If the customer says he would prefer to look around, give the customer space but stay
near and comment from time to time about a rug that he/she is looking at to maintain
connection.
 When you feel like the customer is ready to look at rugs, it is time to set the stage.
Say…..”We’ll start at this pile of rugs by showing you each rug until we get to the bottom. As
we put the rugs down, let us know if there are three or four rugs you would like us to pull
from the pile to show you on the floor.” (This lets the customer know what to expect from the
rug showing and suggests that three or four rugs may be a good number with which to start.)
 Listen closely to the customer’s needs and likes and watch their face for feedback as
you flip the rugs.
 Please keep comments about a rug pile’s weight in your head. If flipping becomes too
strenuous for you, please find a discreet way of asking another staff member for assistance
while you remain the talker. Many times customers hate to ask us to flip piles, so we want to
let them know that we would love to show them as many rugs as they would like.
 If a customer asks your opinion, make comments based only on the positive. What is one
person’s perfect match is another person’s eye sore.
 When the rugs are on the floor, allow the customer
plenty of time to look at them. Always stay with or near
the customer. Many times customers like to have help
comparing prices or other differences between the rugs on
the floor.
 If customers seem uncertain about several rugs.
Encourage them to take the rugs home on approval so
they can see the rugs in their own rooms with their lighting,
colors and décor.
 When a customer has made a decision to buy a rug or
rugs, ask them if there is anything else they would like to
look at (add on sales do happen), and if not, help them fold
the rug and carry it to their car.
 Offer the customer a DVD (if they wish) and suggest that
they share it with others.
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Explore below suggestions to better serve your customer.
Become familiar with the Rug Website
The rug website rugs.tenthousandvillages.com contains a wealth of information for you as 		
the talker or the customer to use. The most important areas of the website that you will want 		
to visit and be able to tell the customer about are:
 The Introduction to Oriental Rugs DVD streaming on the website
 How to search our entire online inventory
 What to consider when choosing rugs for specific rooms
 How to answer frequently asked rug questions
 How to care for our Oriental Rugs
Become familiar with the Introduction to Oriental Rugs DVD. Know what’s on it!
 Rugmaking
 Tools
 In the News (Interview of Yousaf Chaman, Director of Bunyaad)
 Subtitles in English/French/Portuguese/Spanish/German
 Know when to give a customer a DVD!
•

To those who are considering a rug buy in the future

•

To customers who express a keen interest in Oriental rugs

•

To customers who buy a rug

Know these procedures and policies found in the Manual:
 Rug Tags
 Customer Sales Form
 Rugs Home on Approval
Facts to share with customers about the Bunyaad Rug Program
 The Bunyaad rug program was started in the late 1960’s by a Pakistani Baptist pastor and
rug artisan as a way to create and sustain rug knotting jobs in rural villages.
 The program grew from 10 families to presently 850 families in 100 villages throughout
Pakistan.
 Presently, Bunyaad artisans are located in two provinces, Punjab and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (formerly North West Frontier Province) with the finishing center and
warehouse in Lahore, Pakistan’s second largest city.
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4. The Flipper

Know how to assist the talker during the rug event.
As a “flipper,” you will be working with a rep or another staff member who will be a “talker.” The
“talker” leads the discussion of the rugs with the customer.
Please remain quiet as you flip the rugs and be a silent supporter of the talker so the talker is
not gotten off track.
Flip the rugs as a team with the talker
 Fold the first rug in half fringe to fringe and
then half again. Pull the second rug back to a
point just shy of the fold of the first rug and then
flip the rug over the first rug. Continue flipping
in this manner until it becomes apparent to
you that it is better to flip the next rug without
folding it first. The rug rep will explain the art of
flipping during staff training.
Practice how to read a rug tag.
 Read the rectangular long tag that we have
affixed in the US. The square tag was affixed in
Pakistan only for the purpose of shipping and
customs.
 Always read the size first and then the price.
It would sound something like this: “This rug is
8’1”x 10’2” and is 5 thousand 2 hundred and fifty
dollars.” Read the tag with ease without a tone
or hesitation that would reflect the higher cost
of the rugs.
Know how to pull a rug from a pile.
 Flip down to the rug that you want.
 Role the rug that you want to the level of the already flipped rugs.
 Fold the already flipped rugs back over the rug you want until the pile is flat.
 Flip the pile from the other side until you get to the rug you want which is partially rolled.
 Roll out the rug you want.
Show rugs pulled from the pile to a customer
 Place rugs beside each other with their naps going in the same direction (aka with their
tags on the same end). This way the customer will see all the rugs from either the “dark side”
or the “light side” of the rug. If you look into the nap, a shadow is cast on the fibers and the
rug appears darker; If you look at the rug in the same direction that the pile is going, the rug
looks lighter.
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Fold rugs to be taken home by the customers.
 Fold the rug in half or thirds lengthwise and
then beginning at the non-tag end, fold the rug
on itself repeatedty toward the tag end so the
tag is visible when the rug is folded.
 Roll the rug if the customer prefers by rolling
it against the nap. This creates a tight, firm rug
role that takes up less space.
Carry the rugs to or from customers’ cars –
Good Customer Service
 Always carry rugs either purchased or taken on approval to the customer’s car.
 Watch for customers returning with “approval” rugs and help unload them into the store.
Restack piles that have become unsightly
 Place the rugs on top of each other alternating the rug naps (or the rug tags) in order to
create piles that stand firm during flipping.
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5. Bunyaad Rug Types

Learn about the types of rugs coming to your event.
There are three major kinds of Pakistani knotted rugs: Bokhara, Persian and Tribal. Although these
rugs have their differences, their durability and merit as fine, handcrafted rugs are the same.
 Most rugs are made of 100% wool knotting.
 Some rugs are wool with silk touch or a % of silk content. A few are 100% silk.
 Rugs are either dyed with synthetic or natural dyes and do not stain or fade.
 Rug wool is spun into yarn by either machine, a spinning wheel or drop spindle.

Persian
The Persian rug is the quintessential Oriental rug, famed for its intricacy, knot-density and
symbolism. Our Persians are all hand-knotted using a very fine wool from the dhumba sheep dyed
with commercially-produced dyes.
Persian rugs are known for their detailed floral designs, sometimes with a pronounced center
medallion and sometimes with a repeating all over pattern. Because they are so intricate they tend
to have a higher knot count. It’s a bit like digital photography: if you have a very detailed image, you
need more dots per square inch to show the detail. So, with a very intricate pattern on a rug, you
need a lot of knots per square inch to show the design.
Persians are also known for their diverse color pallet. The number of colors in each rug ranges
from 15 to 25, giving customers huge flexibility in terms of style and decor. Commonly known
Persian designs include Kashan, Kerman, Isfhan and Tabriz.
The name “Persian” sometimes confuses people as our rugs are made in Pakistan, not Iran over
which ancient Persia was centered. The reason for this is that when the Moghul empire moved
through the Asian subcontinent, people moved from Persia throughout the region taking their
designs and traditions with them. The descendants of those artisans passed on their family’s rug
knotting tradition to these artisans in Pakistan today.
 Knot count: Over 500 knots per square inch
with specialty pieces ranging from 800-1250
knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 15-25 due to intricate and
floral designs
 Composition: 100% wool on a cotton warp
and weft. Some pieces will be crafted with
a large percentage of silk knots. This will be
noted on the price tag as a bundle of silk costs
considerably more than the price of wool.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed in 12–14 months by four to five experienced
artisans working five to six hours a day. Specialty pieces with higher knot counts would take
the same artisans up to 18 months to complete.
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Bokhara
(Pronounced Bow-khAR-ah) These rugs have fine traditional geometric patterns on solid
background colors, generally in jewel tones. They tend to have velvety, plush piles and are very
pliant (almost blanket-like) in texture. They are part of a very long tradition and heritage in various
parts of Pakistan such as Multan, Kashmir, Hyderabad, Lahore and surrounding areas of the
northeast region.
 Knot count: Over 200 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 5-8 jewel toned colors
 Composition: 100% wool on a cotton warp
and weft. Some rugs will have touches of silk to
outline the design. In addition, some specialty
pieces will be crafted with a large percentage of
silk knots. This will be noted on the price tag as a
bundle of silk costs considerably more than the
price of wool.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed in 9-10 months by four to five experienced
artisans working five to six hours a day.

Tribal-Beljik
The hallmark of the Beljik is its remarkable color, from varying shades of deep reds, blues and
blacks. These rugs are generally considered to be the finest of all tribal style rugs. They are made
with finely-spun wool and knotted into intricate geometric patterns with complex borders. The
wool for these carpets is only taken from the belly of the sheep, greatly increasing the number of
sheep required to produce this wool and therefore the price of this wool. The dyes used in Beljiks
are commercially-produced. Beljiks sometimes have needlework detailing along their fringe and
bound edges, adding to the overall intricacy of the carpet.
 Knot count: Over 400 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 4–7 colors
 Composition: 100% finely-spun wool on a
wool warp and weft.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed
in 16–18 months by four to five experienced
artisans working five to six hours a day.
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Tribal-Chobi
(Pronounced Choe-bee)
Chobi rugs are traditionally produced in many regions of Pakistan. The word “chobi” is from the
Farsi word “chob” which means wood, referring to the source of its natural dyes. Our Chobis tend
to have large geometric floral patterns. They are all hand-knotted with hand-spun wool spun
primarily by a drop spindle. Their natural dyes are made entirely from hand-gathered fruits,
vegetables, roots, tree barks and dried shells, making Chobis the most labor-intensive of all of our
tribal carpets.
Natural Dye Chobis are renowned for their lanolin-rich luster and stunning natural coloring. Their
colors range from soft muted tans and browns to rich coppers, deep maroons, and sage greens.
Our natural dyeing techniques have been refined over the years to ensure a natural dye that is
steadfast, fade-proof and long-lasting.
 Knot count: Over 100 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 4-7 naturally-dyed colors
 Composition: 100% hand-spun wool on a
cotton warp and weft.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed
in 12–14 months, the same time it takes to
produce a 9’x12’ Persian however with a Chobi,
over 70% of the labor done on these rugs
happens before the rug actually reaches the loom, from spinning the wool by drop spindle to
hand-gathering and producing the seasonal natural dyes.

Tribal-Gabbeh
(Pronounced Gah-bay)
Gabbeh rugs are akin to Chobis in that they are knotted from entirely hand spun yarn, dyed with
100% hand-gathered natural dyes. They have a softness and luster that emulates the look of
an antique rug. This hand-gathered dyeing process is incredibly labor intensive and adds to the
general value of the rug. The hand spun yarn and natural dye process means that these rugs are
entirely natural and hand produced.
Gabbeh patterns tend to have a more contemporary look, ranging from stripes and geometric
designs to arts & crafts style vine patterns.
 Knot count: Over 100 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 4-7 naturally-dyed colors
 Composition: 100% hand-spun wool on a
cotton warp and weft.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed
in 10–12 months. Same labor as Tribal-Chobis.
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Tribal-Khan Mamdi
(Pronounced Cahn Mahm-dee)
Khan Mamdi carpets have their roots in the regional nomadic tribal culture. Historically, they would
have been knotted with naturally dyed hand spun yarn, but today they are almost entirely knotted
from commercially-produced dye and machine-spun wool. Reflecting their historical traditions,
Khan Mamdi rugs are constructed on horizontal looms with 100% wool on a wool warp and weft.
Khan Mamdi rugs stand out for their bold geometric and stylistically floral designs in rusts, reds,
blues and greens.
 Knot count: Over 100 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 4-7 naturally-dyed colors
 Composition: 100% wool on a wool warp and
weft.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed
in 9–10 months by four to five experienced
artisans working five to six hours a day.

Tribal-Kazak
(Pronounced Kah-zahk)
Kazaks are known for their indigo blues, reds and ivories, as well as their casual and warm
appearance. Our Kazak rugs are almost entirely naturally-dyed, however, Kazak natural dyes are
commercially farmed natural dyes (such as indigo and cochineal) and are therefore less labor
intensive for our artisans than hand-gathered natural dyes. The reason for the phrase “almost
entirely naturally-dyed” is because some artisans choose to augment their natural dyes with some
commercially-available dyes in order to create the precise color they desire. The wool in Kazaks, like
the wool found in Chobis and Gabbehs, is hand spun using a drop-spindle.
 Knot count: Over 100 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 4-7 naturally-dyed colors
 Composition: 100% hand-spun wool on a
cotton or wool warp and weft.
 Type of knot: Turkish
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed
in 9–10 months by four to five experienced
artisans working five to six hours a day.
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Tribal-Shairwan
(Pronounced Share-wahn)
Shairwan rugs are essentially Kazak style rugs in terms of pattern, but they are made with wool
spun by a spinning wheel. With this more consistent hand-spun wool, finer patterns are produced
and hence Shairwans sport a higher knot count than Kazaks.
Our Shairwan rugs are almost entirely naturally-dyed. Shairwan natural dyes are commerciallyavailable natural dyes (such as indigo and cochineal) and are therefore less labor intensive for our
artisans than hand-gathered natural dyes. The reason for the phrase “almost entirely naturallydyed” is because some artisans choose to augment their natural dyes with some commerciallyavailable dyes in order to create the precise color they desire.
Shairwans are intricate geometrically-patterned pieces with common coloration including indigo
blues, reds, ivory with accents of turquoise, peach, terra cotta, orange, yellow and wheat.
 Knot count: Over 144 knots per square inch
 Colors in each rug: 4-7 naturally-dyed colors
 Composition: 100% wool on a cotton or wool
warp and weft.
 Type of knot: Senna
 Production: A 9’x12’ rug could be completed
in 12–14 months by four to five experienced
artisans working five to six hours a day.

